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f ntra Class Activity-Badminton
4 May 2018

Zero Period

Sports cround
Classes VII A-E
Intra Class Activity

qgJEgMlESr
. To stress the importance of competition as a means of motivation to excellence.
. To providethe opportunity to be inventive and creative in sports activities.

' To develop the capacity to maintain interest in sports and to persevere in order to achieve
success.

To develop self-esteem and self-confidence through positive sporting experiences.
To provide healthy competition through intra class activity.

To break monotony of regular academic session.

To increase awa.eness on the significance of physical activjtv,,

DESCRIPTIONI

"Physical fitness is a basis of dynamic and creative inte!lectual activity,'

Activities help students in bLtilding up their skills or nourishing their inner capabilities. A Friday activity
was conducted for young and inquisitive students of class vIL The whole idea behind the activity was
to make students understand the significance of physical activity in order to remain healthy, The
activity taught students the concepts of fair play, honest competition and good sportsmanship, The
students were intimated regarding the activity well in advance. The participants were divided into two
teams 6nd competed with each other with sporling spirit. students were well practiced for the activiLy.
This activrty proved to be very fruitful as all the students had the opportunity to come out of their
regular academic session. In retrospect, the activity was very enriching for the students as they
participated enthusiastically and actively ,The excitement and energy was palpable in the very
atmosphere and the judges appreciated the students for their commendable efforts.
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